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Decision No. 
92553 

BEFORE THE FUBLIC VTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application ) 
of PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC ) 
COMPANY for authority, among ) 
other things, to change certain ) 
rate schedules to implement ) 
additional time-varying rates ) 
for electric service pursuant ) 
to Decision, No. 85559 as modified ) 
by Decision No. 86543. ) 

(Electric) ~ 
---------------------------------

Application No. 58089 
(Filed May 23, 1978: 

amended December 14, 1979 and 
April 28, 1980) 

Robert Ohlbach, Daniel E. Gibson, and 
w~ll~am H. Edwards, Attorneys at Law, for 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 
applicant. 

Karl E. Vogel, for Marine wor.ld and Dalgety 
Foods; AntOne S. Bulich, Jr., Attorney at 
Law, for California Farm Bureau 
Federation; Graham & James, by Boris H. 
Lakusta, David J. Marchant, and Thomas J. 
MacBride, Attorneys at Law, for California 
Hotel and Motel Association and Western 
Mobilehome Association; Johnson, Greve, 
Clifford & Diepenbrock, by Thomas S. Knox, 
Attorney at Law, for Californla Reta~lers 
Association; Dick Ratliff, Attorney at Law, 
for California Energy Commission: and 
John Blethen, Attorney at Law, for Toward 
Utility Rate Normalization; interested 
parties. 

Elinore C. Morgan, Attorney at Law, Vladislav 
Beve, P.E., and Patricia Davis, for the 
Commission staff . 
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o PIN ION . -------
Su~rv of Decision 

This decision directs P~cific Gas ~nd Electric Company 
(PG&E) to file ~ new tariff Schedule No. A-2l to provide time-of-use 
rates for approximately 1,304 custpmcrs with demands between 500 kW 
and 1,000 kW. These customers .represent ~ broad r~nge of industrial 
and commercial processes including food products, oil and gas 
extraction, agriculture, lumber and wood products, merchandise 
stores, electronic equipment, and educational·services. PG&E's 
time-of-use rates have formerly been applied under Schedules Nos. 
A-23 and A-22 to larger industrial and commercial customers with 
demands in excess of 4,000 kW and to large general service customers 
with demands between 1,000 kW and 4,OOq kW, respectively. 

We h.lve said before "Time-o£-day pricing would likely 
produce rates that more closely follow cost and it could result in 
conservation of energy." (Decision No. 85559, page 81, mimeo.) 
Time-of-usc rates arc expected to achieve a conservation effect in 
the sense that rcduced peak demand will postpone the need for new 
generating facilities, which directly equates to savings for all PG&E 
ratepayers because new construction of generating capacity is reduced 
and less fossil fuel is required for peak demand period generation. 
The time-of-use rates adopted arc similar to those proposed oy the 
staff but have been adjusted by the Commission to reflect a reduced 
shift assumption from a 10 percent/6 percent to a 5 percent/3 percent 
on-peak/partial-peak de~nd and energy shift. These amounts of on-peak 
and partial-peak energy usage will be shifted to the off-peak period. 

The basic revenue requirement for this customer class 
pursuant to Decision No. 91107 in Application No. 58089 dated 
December 19, 1979 is estimated to be $73.1 million. No increase in 
revenue requirement is provided in this dccision~ Some 
customers should receive increased bills~ some should receive 
decreased bills. A typical customer with a distribution of usage 
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similar to the class as a whole after a 5 percent!3 percent shift 
assumption should receive no increase. 

iG&E is required to furnish customers a visual type demand 
meter or display equipment within 180 days after request by the 

customers. 

Rates 
The time-of-use rates are as follows: 

Fer Meter Per Month 
Period A Period B 

Customer Charge: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $65.00 $65.00 
Demand Charge: 

Per kilowatt of Billing Demand ••••••••••••••• 1.00 1.00 

Energy Charge: 
On-Peak, ver kilowatt-ho~ ••••••••••••••••••• 
Plus part~al-Peak, per k~lowatt-hour ••••••••• 
Plus Off-Peak, per kilowatt-hour ••••••••••••• 

.050 

.020 

.010 

.030 

.014 

.010 

The time periods are as follows: 
Period A shall be applicable to meter readings from May 1 to 
SepteiSer 30, inclusive, for the following hours: 

On-'Peak 12 :30 p.m.. to 6:30 p.m. (Monday through Friday, 

Partial-Peak 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 

Off-Peak 10:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. 
All day Sunday and holidays. 

except holidays.) 
(Monday through Friday, 
except holidays.) 

(Saturday, except 
holidays.) 

(Monday through Saturday, 
except holidays.) 

Period B shall be applicable to meter readings from October 1 to 
April 30, inclusive, for the following hours: 

On-Peak 4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. 

Partial-Peak 

Off-Peak 

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 

10:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. 
All day Sunday and holidays. 
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Application 
By its application PG&E requests authority to apply 

time-varying rates to its medium light and power customers with 
demands from 500 kW to 1,000 kW. PG&E is seeking this rate change 
in order to comply with Decision No. 85559 in Case No. 9804. 

The newly proposed time-of-use Rate Schedule No. A-21 
attached to the amended application filed April 28, 1980 is designed 
to produce $73.1 million, which is the same revenue level found 
reasonable for the proposed A-2l customers by this Commission in 
Decision No. 91107. Thus, the rate change proposed in this amendment 
would not affect the level of revenues PG&E's existing rates are 
designed to produce if there is a 10 percent peak demand and energy 
reduction and a 6 percent partial-peak demand and energy reduction. 
If the reductions are less, the level of revenues will be greater 
than the level in Decision No. 91107. If more, revenues will be less. 

The pr~posed .. rates apply only to those customers 
with demauds from 500 kW to 1,OOO.kW who have had·or will 
have recording meters for measurement of kilowatt-hour (kWh) 
consumption by time-of-use installed pursuant to Decision No. 85559 
and Decision No. 86543. PG&E identified 1,304 such customers. 

Rearing 
A duly noticed prehearing conference (PRC) and five days 

of public bearing were held before Administrative Law Judge 
J. J. Doran in San Francisco. The PRC was held on May 7, 1980 
and the hearing on June 9, 10, 11, 13, and 19, 1980. Oral argument 
was held on June 19, and the matter was submitted on proposed 
findings and conclusions filed June 30, 1980. 

PG&E presented two witnesses and three exhibits. The 
Commission staff presented two witnesses and three exhibits. The 
California Retailers Association (CRA) and Toward Utility Rate 
Normalization (TURN) cross-examined the witnesses • 
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History 
In October 1974 we initiated an investigation into electric 

utility rate structures in order to identify and implement those 
structures which would discourage wasteful consumption of electricity. 
In the course of the investigation, the Commission considered more 
than a dozen alternative methods for designing electric rates which 
would achieve the maximum conservation potential. Decision No. 85559 
dated March 16, 1976 found that time-of-day pricing could delay the 
need to install additional generating capacity, could result in 
conservation of energy, would produce rates which track costs, and 
should be implemented for customers with maximum demand in excess of 
500 kW. The three major respondent utilities, PG&E, Southern 
California Edison Company (SeE») and San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
(SDG&E) were ordered to begin immediate implementation of time-of-use 
rates for the largest use customers where substantially all of the 
necessary metering was already in place, to start installing time-of
use metering for all customers with demand greater than 500 kW, and 
to develop experiments in time-of-use pricing for smaller customers. 

In December 1975 PG&E filed Application No. 56124 which 
proposed that time-varying rates be applied to all large industrial 
customers with demands in excess of 4,000 kW. Rate Schedule No. A-17 
(now Schedule No. A-23) was approved in November 1976 and became 
effective in February 1977. In November 1977 PG&E filed Application 
No. 57666 which requested the authority to extend time-of-use 
pricing to industrial and commercial customers with demands between 
1,000 and 4,000 kW. The resulting tariff, Schedule No. A-22, was 
approved in July 1979 in Decision No. 90588. Presently, PG&E 
bas time-of-use rates for nearly 800 customers (A-22 and A-23) each 
with created demands in excess of 1,000 kW. These customers 
represent almost 15 percent of PG&E's summer peak load • 
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PG&E's original Application No. 58089 was filed in May 
1978. No action was taken on that application pending the 
outcome of Application No. 57666 (Schedule No. A-22). After 
Decision No. 90588 resolved certain issues for Schedule No. A-22 
customers with demands between 1,000 and 4,000 kW, PG&E amended 
Application No. 58089 to bring the proposed Schedule No. A-2l 
rates to present revenue levels and to incorporate rate design 
principles contained in Decision No. 90588. Application No. 58089 
was amended again on April 28, 1980 to reflect rate levels found 
reasonable in Decision No. 91107. 

PG&E has had time-of-use rates in effect for customers 
with demand in excess of 4,000 kW since December 1976 and for 
customers with demand above 1,000 kW since July 1979. SCE and SDG&E 
time-of-use rates for their largest customers have been in effect 
since August 1977. Both companies, like PG&E, extended such rates 
to the "over 1,000 kW" group in 1979. Sierra Pacific Power Company, 
CP National Utilities Company, and Pacific Power & Light Company 
also have time-of-use rates for their large industrial customers. 
The current t1me-of-use customers consume apprOximately a third of 
all the energy generated by these utilities. 

Because some rates have been in effect since 1976, we 
have had an opportunity to examine the experiences of affected 
customers over several years. In the implementing decision for its 
first time-of-use schedule, PG&E was ordered to report annually 
on the effects of the rate. The third annual report, filed 
recently with the Commission, describes several findings from the 
experience of 140 customers with demands greater than 4,000 kW. 
First. PG&E found that there had been a reduction in 
oa.-peak energy usage and class coincident demand. Also, PG&E 
determined that demand reduction was primarily attributable to the 
time-of-use rate and the customer's level of output. Finally, 
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PG&E found that all customers did not respond equally; rather, 
the actions of some selected types of industrial end-usage 
customers caused the class response. PG&E's experience strongly 
demonstrates the conservation potential of electric rates which 
track the marginal cost of service. 

Time-of-use rates designed by using marginal cost 
ratemaking principles provide an important incentive to customers 
to shift their usage to periods of other than peak demand. 
PURPA 

Consistent with both the findings in our Decision No. 85559 
and the provisions of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 
1978 (PURPA), we intend to consider the further implementation of 
time-of-use rates to the extent these rates are cost-effective. 
PURPA defines time-of-use rates as cost-effective 1f the long-run 
benefits to the utility and its customers exceed the metering and 
other additional costs of implementation. 

The goals of PURPA are set forth in Section 101 of the Act 
as follows: conservation, efficiency, and equity. To meet these 
goals Section 111 of the Act directs state regulatory authorities 
to consider certain ratemaking standards. Among these standards are 
seasonal rates, if sufficient cost differentiation exists, and 
time-of-use rates, if they are cost-effective. 

In its proposed Schedule No. A-21 rate, PG&E testified 
that sufficient seasonal variation in cost exists to justify 
a seasonally differentiated rate. Further, its preliminary estimates 
indicate that the proposed Schedule No. A-2l rate will induce a 

load shifting time-of-use response from the customers thereby 
achieving both efficiency and equity. Therefore, PG&E believes the 
consideration and subsequent implementation of Schedule No. A-2l 
will be a step toward the eventual fulfillment of the broad general 

• mandate of PURPA. 
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Proposed Schedule No. A-2l 
PG&E proposes that Schedule No. A-2l be made applicable 

to all nonresidential customers having created demand between 500 
and 1,000 kW and PG&E testified that it includes 1,304 customers 
presently served under Schedules Nos. A-12, A-13, and PA-l. The 
approximately 100 former Schedule No. A-13 customers who did not 
qua,lify for service under Schedule No. A-22 because their created 
demands were less than 1,000 kW will be included in the Schedule 
No. A-21 group. PG&E also testified that the Schedule No. A*2l 
customer class has an annual load factor of 49 percent. On average 
these customers consume 24 percent of their total summer electricity 
usage during the summer on-peak period. In the winter 13 percent 
of their total usage falls in the winter on-peak period. The daily 
load patterns for this class show that there is a high degree of 
coincidence between the timing of system peaks and the occurrence 
of peak loads for tbe Schedule No. A-21 customers. 

PG&E proposed three rate design alternatives, all derived 
from marginal costs. The differences in these schedules result 
from differences in the manner in which demand and energy costs are 
collected. 

Proposal A attempts to collect energy and demand costs 
through a rate in which charges are structured in proportion to 
marginal cost estimates. The witness stated that practical problems 
associated with the measurement of demands for billing purposes may 
inhibit somewhat the cost-tracking nature of this tariff. 

Proposal B assumes that monthly billing demands measured 
for time-of-use periods provide adequate reflection of the manner 
in which production and transmission capacity costs are incurred by 
the utility. It also assumes that the incurrence of distribution 
capacity costs is not appropriately captured by time-of-use billing 
demand data. The rate is designed to collect distribution capacity 

• costs through kWh charges. 
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Proposal C assumes that the difference within a time-of-use 
period between a customer's monthly maximum noncoincident demand and 
his system coincident demand at the time of the monthly peak is 
large. Generation and transmission capacity costs are charged 
through t1me-of~use energy charges. Conversely, distribution 
capacity costs are charged through separate demand charges. 

Under all three proposals the customer charge component 
is the same, equal to the minimum bill for Schedule No. A-12 

customers. 
At the time PG&E's supervising rate engineer's testimony 

was prepared, he had a slight preference for the rate structure 
presented in Proposal C. However, in his oral testimony the witness 
recommended adoption of the proposal made by a Commission staff 

research analyst • 
The marginal cost data ~sed by PG&E in its proposals were 

presented by PG&E in its general rate Application No. 58545. These 
cost estimates were derived from a methodology developed by 
National Economic Research Associates, Inc. California Marginal 
Cost Pricing Project and FURPA have both encouraged the adoption of 
rates which better reflect the escalating costs of new constr~ction 
and of utility operations on a time-of-use basis, and which foster 
conservation and improved efficiency in the use of resources. The 
recognition of marginal costs in the proposals is consistent with 

those criteria. 
PG&E's rate proposals are designed to collect the current 

level of revenue from Schedule No. A-2l customers if there is a 
10 percent peak demand and energy reduction and a 6 percent partial
peak demand and energy reduction. Lesser reductions will yield more 
revenues and greater reductions less revenues. If there is no 
shift, Proposal C would, for example, collect $1.1 million more than 

class revenues of $73.1 million • 
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Further, the witness testified that while there is much 
uncertainty regarding the degree of shift in usage that will be 

observed between periods, he feels that the combined incentives 
for this class created by the time-differentiated energy and demand 
charges in these Schedule No. A-2l rate proposals are at least as 
strong as those resulting from the recently approved rates for 
Schedule No. A-22 customers. Thus, in lieu of more precise 
information regarding the response of the Schedule No. A-2l class 
to these time-of-use rates, he proposes the. shift assumption used 
in Schedule No. A-22, shifting 10 percent of on-peak billing 
demands and energy consumption and 6 percent of partial-peak 
billing demands and energy consumption to the off-peak period. 

He said that, if the Commission should decide to approve 
rates for Schedule No. A-2l customers which include greater time-of
use rate differentials between periods than tbose proposed herein 
by PG&E, the size of the shift allowance should be increased 
accordingly. On the other hand, if the Commission should approve 
rates with differences between on-peak and off-peak periods that 
are less than those proposed, the size of the shift allowance 
should be decreased. 
Rate Impact 

PG&E's rate engineer further testified that, while this 
proposed rate structure change is designed to produce the same 
revenue, bills for individual customers are likely to change. Even 
if a customer does not change his usage, the bills he receives will 
probably change. There are three key factors which will determine 
the magnitude and direction of changes in customer bills. These 

factors are: 
1. The customer's percentage of total monthly 

usage which occurs in on-peak periods • 
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2. The customer's monthly load factor 
calculated on the basis of his maximum 
on-peak kW demand, and 

3. The rate schedule under which the customer 
was previously served. 

In general, a customer with usage patterns similar to 
those for the Schedule No. A-2l class will not experience significant 
changes in his average cost of electricity over the year. Customers 
having greater than average on-peak usage will tend to receive 
higher bills, and those having less than average on-peak usage 
will tend to have lower monthly bills. 

PG&E proposes to extend its current monitoring and 
evaluation efforts for time-of-use rate programs to include Schedule 
No. A-2l customers. Through these efforts, questionnaires will be 
developed, load data gathered, and reports generated which will be 
of use to itself, its customers, and the Commission in monitoring 
customer reactions to time-of-use rates. It anticipates that newly 
emerging metering devices together with its energy utilization 
audits will provide substantive data to the customer informing him 
how he may best reshape his load in order to maximize the incentives 

of the rate design. 
PC&E's witness testified that the staff research analyst's 

proposal reflects marginal cost, particularly as a result of energy 
cost adjustment clause (ECAC) changes since filing the application 
and offers a better incentive to shift load than PG&E's proposals. 
He further testified that the rate alternative is understandable, 
administratively feasible, makes economic sense, and can be readily 
implemented. This is further discussed under staff witnesses. 

Customer Survey 
PG&E's rate economist testified that Schedule No. A-2l 

customers represent a broad range of industrial and commercial 
processes. Tbe most prominent categories are food and kindred 
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products, oil and gas cxtr~ction, agriculture production, lumber 
and wood products, general merchandise stores, electronic equipment, 
and educational services. 

The rate economist testified that PG&E has recently 
completed a morkct research survey of selected Schedule No. A~21 
customers to gener~te descriptive data on class usage patterns 
and to anticipate likely customer reactions to time~of-use rates. 
Electrical usage of Schedule No. A-2l customers is highest in the 
afternoon hours during the months of July, August, and September. 
The largest generic cnd-use is production machinery, while lighting, 
air-conditioning, cooling and heating al~~ account for a large 
portion of the total load. ~1cn asked to associate peak usage with 
generic end uses, 40 percent of the customers surveyed ascribed 
their respective peak demands to air-conditioning requirements . 
Twenty-six percent re~atcd this variation to a peak in operations 
and seasonal fixed output constraints, while 11 percent related 
peak usage to additional heating needs. 

The survcyed customers list labor force complications as 
the single most serious impediment to adjusting on-peak operations. 
Seventy percent associated a significant shift in operations with 
difficult labor problems. Accordingly, manufacturers exhibited 
the greatest concern, while rctail storcs were almost as cognizant 
of potential labor difficulties in response to the prospect of 
rescheduled operations. Seventy-four percent of the manufacturers 
and 69 percent of the retail stor~reported a large degree of 
labor-intensiveness which ~y tend to preclude easy adjustment to 
time-of-use rates. Nonetheless, a largc portion of the customers 
sampled claimed that their operations were sufficiently flexible to 
shift a significant portion of the load, provided there was economic 
motivation to do so. 

Annual class coincident load factor for customers with 
• demands between sao and 1,000 kW is considerably less than that for 
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customers above 4,000 kW, 48.86 percent and 73.3 percent, 
respectively. Schedule No. A-2l customers thus tend to usc 
relatively more energy in on-peak,periods than do Schedule No. A-23 
customers. 

The witness testified that the rate forms submitted in 
this application are designed to better track costs, and any induced 
shifting is simply a beneficial byproduct of those r~te designs. 
Since tariffs that are time-differentiated inherently track costs 
better than rates th~t are not, the proposed A-2l schedules are 
fair. 

The demand charge in Proposa~ Cfor the summer on-peak 
period is 1.23 times greater than in the summer partial-peak period. 
The winter partial-peak ratio is 1.18:1. The time-of-use incentive 
is especially retained in the energy portion of the rate SChedule • 
The energy Charge for summer on-peak usage is 33 percent greater 
than the partial-peak charge and about 75 percent greater than the 
off-peak energy charge. The winter on-peak energy charge is 
2S percent greater than the partial-peak charge and over 40 percent 
larger than the off-peak price. If customers rearrange their on
peak capacity requirements and/or reduce or shift their total energy 
consumed, they will be able to reduce their bills. 
Staff Proposals 

The staff research analyst testified that ewo staff 
reports ~re being presented to discuss two very different inter
pret~tions of the purpose of time-of-use rates. One purpose would 
be to attempt to force a given level of load shifting to occur. 
The other purpose would be to produce a cost-effective level of load 
shifting through the use of morgin~l cost-based rates. yI' 

The witness stated that the reflection of marginal costs 
is the purpose of time-of-use rates and that load reduction deCisions 
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should be made by customers based on the utility's cost of meeting 
that load. Load reduction goals should not be set. Her recommended 
rate design, (Exhibit No.3, Table 3-A) which was adopted by PG&E 
during the hearing, is based on the marginal costs adopted by the 
Commission in Decision No. 91107, PG&E's last general rate 
proceeding. The rate proposal is designed to reflect marginal 
costs after ECAC is added to the base rates. The proposed rates 
provide greater bill reductions to customers who shift load than 
the PG&E proposal. Further, the recommended rate design provides 
the best interface with Schedule No. A-22 by ensuring that customers 
will not deliberately increase their demand so that they will qualify 

for another rate schedule. 
This rate design uses the Schedule No. A-22 energy rates 

as a lower limit for the Schedule No. A-21 rates. The majority of 
the remaining revenue requirement is then collected from the on-peak 
energy rates in order to reflect the increased capacity costs in 
those periods. The recommended rate approximates the marginal 
customer costs in the customer charge and reflects some distribution
related demand costs through a nontime-varying maximum demand charge. 
The rate design, like PG&E's, is based upon 10 percent/6 percent 
demand and energy shift from peak-partial peak to off-peak. 

The staff engineering witness recommended using PGeE's 
sales level estimates for Schedule No. A-21 without assumption of 
a load shift. He stated that with a 2 percent expected shift and 
with the estimates not likely to be accurate within 2 percent that 

such procedure is justified. 
The witness testified that time-of-use rates tracking 

marginal costs or even rates set at full marginal cost do not appear 
to offer an adequate incentive for energy users to shift load. The 
witness further stated that if marginal cost-based rates do not 
bring about the desired results, one should look to other means for 
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obtaining the objective. He stated that the primary objective of 
time-of-use rates is the reduction or shifting of load from on
peak to other time and that marginal cost pricing is not to be the 
only principle on which the rate design may be based. During 
cross-examination he stated that the goal of reflecting marginal 
costs in time-of-use rates is secondary to the goal of shifting 
load. He stated that all customers may not be able to shift load 
and recommended that those who do not shift should pay higher rates 
so that those who do shift can receive a rate reduction. He 
concluded that the utility's present reporting procedures are 
inadequate and unsatisfactory. 

Further, the engineering witness proposed rates to be 
adopted in conjunction with a specified discount schedule. He 
stated that customers who reduce their on-peak demand for a 
specified percentage of their reference demand will be given a 
discount on their total monthly bill (excluding the customer charge). 
A 5, 10, and over 15 percent reduction in prior on-peak demand would 
yield a 10, 20, and 30 percent discount. 
Case No. 9804 

In Decision No. 85559 dated March 16, 1976 in Case No. 9804, 
our generic investigation into electric utility rate structures to 
encourage conservation, we found: 

"1. The term 'conservation of electricity' 
enc~sses anyone or any combination of 
the following elements: 
(a) The reduction in wasteful kilowatt

hour usage of electricity. 
(b) The overall reduction of kilowatt

hour usage of electricity. 

(c) The reduction of peak demands upon 
electric utility systems" 

* * * 
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"30. Time-of-day pricing which reflects the 
costs of producing electricity at daily 
demand peaks should be required on rate 
schedules covering large usage customers 
where substantially all the necessary 
metering equi~ment already exists. In 
furtherance of this finding the 
respondent electric utilities should be 
ordered to file specific time-of-day 
pricing tariffs by applications or advice 
letters for review by the staff and 
interested parties prior to implementation." 

* * * 
"13. Experimentation with discount rates based 

on past usage would be impractical." 

Time-of-Use Rates 1,000-4,000 kW 
By Decision No. 90588 dated July 31, 1979 in PG&E's 

Application No. 57666, we ordered PG&E to file Schedule No. A-22, 
time-of-use rates for customers with demands between 1,000 kW and 
4,000 kW. PG&E was directed to furnish such customers upon request 
with visual demand metering or other display equipment. Further, 
PG&E was ordered to file semi-annual reports showing distribution 
of sales and revenues with respect to time-of-use and billing 
periods so the effects of our order can be analyzed and possible 

modification considered. 
In Decision No. 90588 we stated: 

"The purpose of time-of-use rates is to encourage 
customers to shift energy usage from peak to 
partial-peak and to off-peak periods, thereby 
~ostponing the need for new generating 
facilities, which directly equates to savings 
for all PG&E ratepayers because new 
construction of generating capacity is reduced 
and less fossil fuel is required for peak 
demand period generation. ••• 
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"It is anticipated that there will be an 
overall reduction of 10 percent in the on-peak 
demand and energy usage and a 6 percent 
reduction in partial-peak demand and energy 
usage by the customers affected, and that the 
reduction in on-peak and partial-peak energy 
usage will be shifted to the off-peak. The 
increased basic revenue requirement for 
Schedule A-22 pursuant to Decision No. 89319 
in Application No. 57284 issued September 6, 
1978 is $90,524,000. No increase in such 
revenue requirement is provided in this 
decision. The increase in revenues from 
those customers whose charges are increased 
by the time-of-use rates in Schedule A-22 will 
be offset by the decrease in revenues from 
those customers who avail themselves of the 
incentives to shift their energy usage from 
on peak and partial peak to off peak." 
With respect to load shift, we further stated: 
'~e do not find the experience with A-23 
necessarily inconsistent with our prior 
assumptions. One would expect the reduction 
in peak-period usage to be increased over time 
and the A-23 rate had been in effect for only 
one year at the time of the analysis. In 
addition, increasing the peak to off-peak 
differential as we nave done for A-22 should 
encourage more shifting of load away from the 
peak period. 

"For these reasons and also for purposes of 
stability of the applicant's revenues, we 
will continue to expect a reduction of 10% 
in the on-peak,demand and energy usage. 
Further, based on the results of the analysis 
of A-23 usage patterns, we will assume that 
there will De a 6% reduction in partial peak 
demand and energy usage. The off-peak energy 
usage is assumed to increase by an amount 
corresponding to the reduction in the peak 
and partial-peak periods." 
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Position of PG&E 
PG&E supports the adoption of the staff research analyst's 

preferred Schedule No. A-21 because the utility believes that such 
proposal is in keeping with its rate design goals. After including 
ECAC changes since filing the application, it appropriately reflects 
marginal costs, and it offers a better incentive for load shifting 

than the utility's original proposal. 
PG&E recommends that we reaffirm that conservation as the 

efficient allocation of electricity is the keystone of the rate 

structure ~no that marginal cost pricing is the purpose of time-

varying rates, i.e., time-varying rates are eesigned to t~£Lect 
marginal costs. PG&E correc~ly sta~e$ that ~ts request for reaffirma-

tion is not ineonsis~ent with the two references to decisions made 
in the staff argument and hereinafter quoted. 

The utility cites our decision in Case No. 9804 and cross
examination in this proceeding in support of its recommendation to 
reject the discount rate proposal. Further, it recommends the 
10 percent/6 percent load shift assumption in designing rates. The 
utility states that the staff analyst's rate design has a greater 
incentive for shift compared to existing Schedules Nos. A-22 and 
A-23 and that proposed Schedule No. A-21 applies to a different 
class of customers with lower load factors and different and more 

end uses including air-conditioning. 
PG&E recognizes that collection and reporting requirements 

need further work. PG&E recommends that we order it to meet with 
representatives of the staff divisions to review data available, 
data that can be produced, the ttmetable and cost of producing such 
data, and then to specify guidelines as to what is required of FG&E. 
PG&E can report data as set forth in the staff argument • 
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Staff Position 
The staff did not believe that PG&Ers data responses prior 

to hearing were adequate. Its data collection recommendation is as 
-

follows: 
'~ithin 180 days after Schedule No. A-21 authorized 
in this order shall take effect, Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company shall commence filing with the 
Commission semiannual reports on the operation 
of this schedule. These reports shall show 
distribution of sales and revenues with respect 
to time of use and billing periods." 
On behalf of its engineering witness, the staff recommends 

the Commission adopt his proposal: discount rates for reductions 
from prior usage and no load shift assumption. 

In argument, the staff quoted from two of our decisions as 

follows: 
"First, in SoCal Edison's Application 57653, 
Decision 90146, dated April 10, 1979, at mimeo 
page 4, we find the following language: 

"The objectives sought to be achieved 
by IOU rates is a shift in electrical . 
usage from peak periods of high demand 
to time of lesser demand, so as to 
improve load factors on existing 
electrical plant, and thereby possibly 
negate or post2one the necessity of 
eonstruction of high eost additional 
plant: In other words, to promote 
optimum use and efficieney of 
existing plant. 

"The seeond decision was PG&E's own Application 
57666, Decision 90588, dated July 31, 1979, and at 
mimeo page 10 the following language is found: 

"A titDe of use rate is a load 
management technique. 

"If effective, it will provide an 
economic incentive to transfer 
electric usage from the higher to 
the lowest time of use~ thereby 
postponing the need for new 
generating facilities." 
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Further, the staff states that its witness followed the principles 
in the above quotations. Furthermore, on behalf of tbiG witness, the 
staff recommends not more than a 2 percent shift assumption from 

on-peak to off-peak. 
On behalf of its research analyst, the staff recommends 

her preferred proposal. The staff notes that it was adopted by PG&E. 

CRA Position 
The CRA believes that it is not Commission policy and the 

staff engineering witness is wrong when he states that the principal 
purpose of time-of-use rates is to achieve a specified level of 
shift in demand or consumption. eRA states, with reference to the 
two decisions quoted by staff in argument for this proposal, that 
you have to look at what the Commission did. They are quite certain 
that we did not sever rates from costs. CRA states that the purpose 
of time-of-use rates is to track costs. 

CRA argues that if we were to adopt such a staff proposal, 
we would be called upon to decide how large a shift and how large a 
differential between peak and off-peak rates. We would then be 
faced with the argument that inability to shift would be ground for 
exemption from time-of-use rates. CRA asked that the staff-proposed 
discount rates be rejected now as they were in Decision No. 85559. 

eRA also states that the record does not support the 
10 percent/6 percent shift. eRA contends that the record shows that 
it takes time to shift and that such a magnitude of shift has not 
yet been reported for the present time-of-use rate customers. It 
cites PG&E's customer survey which shows that 66 percent of the 
customers sampled disagreed with the proposition that the processes 
involved in their businesses were such that operations could be 
.edified to time periods other than 12 noon to 6 p.m. 

Tbe 4~fference between a 10 percene/6 percent shift and a 
5 percent/3 percent shift is about $1.2 ~llion in c1aas revenue • 
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The difference between a 10 percent/6 percent shift and 0 percent 
is about $2.5 million, or equivalent to 3 percent of class base 
revenues and 1 percent class total revenues. 

With respect to rate design, CRA recommends using the staff 
research analyst's cost figures. CRA recommends setting the energy 
rate at the research analyst's full marginal cost, opposes the 
$l/k'W maximum demand charge, and recommends a small 
customer charge. It recommends rolling demand costs into the 
energy rate in proportion to occurrence to the extent necessary to 
recover the full revenue requirement. This generally corresponds 
to the staff proposal. CRA also recommends a 0 percent shift 

assumption. 
Position of TURN 

TURN recommends against a 10 percent/6 percent shift 
assumption noting PG&E's testimony about its largest time-of-use 
rate customers. They have had only a 2.7 percent system coincident 
peak shift and a 4.5 percent noncoincident shift. TURN considers 
2.7 percent the more appropriate to use; however, PG&E correctly 
points out that customers are billed on their own peaks, whether 
coincident or not. Since the actual shift was less than the 
10 percent/6 percent shift assumed for the rate design, actual 
class revenues were greater than test year class revenues. PG&E 

testified this difference over the past three yea~s totals 
$1.5 million per year. TURN states that these kinds of over
collections should not be tolerated. In light of the overcol1ections 
on Schedule No. A-23, TURN recommends a 0 or 2 percent shift 

assumption. 
TURN joins all the other parties in supporting the need 

for data reporting by the utility. It also states that a staff 
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audit or study should be made before accepting PG&E's data such 

as class revenue. 
Discussion 

It is our intention to continue to bring more customers 
under time-of-use rates that more closely follow costs and could 

result in conservation of energy. 
PG&E bas identified 1,304 medium light and power customers 

with demands from 500 kW to 1,000 kW that will be brought under 
time-of-use rates in new Schedule No. A-21. For these customers 
tbere are basically two time-of-use rate proposals before us. One 
reflects marginal costs and the other offers discounts for reductions 

from prior usage or load reduction goals. 
The purpose of time-of-use rates is to produce cost-effective 

levels of load shifting.· In Decision No. SSS59 we defined energy 
conservation as the elimination of any use of electricity which is not 
worth to customers what it costs to produce. We also determined that 
conservation in the sense of efficient allocation of electricity will 
be the keystone to the rate structure. We now say it again. Further, 
in Decision No. 85559 we reviewed the deficiencies associated with 
discount rates and rejected their use. We are still. of the opinion 

that discount rates are not practical or fair. 
In Decision No. 90475 dated June 19, 1979 in an SeE 

time-of-use rate proceeding we said: 
"In Decision No. 85559, issued March 16, 1976, we 
made the following finding of fact: 

'''25. Time-of-day pricing would likely produce 
~at~~ t~!~ mar@ C108Gly '9~lOW costs and 
it could result in conservation of energy. 
The energy conserv&t~on would be a 
function of the relative effiCiency of 
ehe generaeing equipment dispatched to 
cover peak loads as compared to that of 
equi~ment in use off peak.' (D.85559, 
p. 81 mimeo.) 
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"Simply stated, it costs more to produce 
electricity during periods of peak demand than 
during periods of lesser demand. To be equitable, 
rates should be designed in such a way as to 
reflect this difference. Under TOU rates some 
customers, but not all, will shift a portion of 
their peak period usage to periods of less than peak 
demand, because their rates will be lower. Those 
customers who do not or cannot shift, and who thus 
use more peak period electricity, will pay 
proportionately more, based on the greater cost 
of peak production. TOU rates are also expected 
to achieve a conservation effect in the sense 
that reduced peak demand will defer the necessity 
for new peak-load generating ca~city. Such 
deferral will in turn result in lower rates to all 
customers than would be the ease if new generating 
facilities were added." 
The staff research analyst's preferred rate proposal, "as 

hereafter adjusted for load Shift, properly reflects marginal costs 
recognizing revenue constraints, is reasonable and will be adopted. 

The estimated base rate revenue requirement of $73.1 million 
to be recovered from the new Schedule No. A-2l customers properly 
reflects the requirements authorized in Decision No. 91107, PG&E's 
last general rate proceeding, and is just and reasonable. 

Time-of-use rates have resulted in a 4.5 percent reduction 
in billing demands for Schedule No. A-23 customers (demands over 
4,000 kW). No credible evidence exists to demonstrate that the 
Schedule No. A-21 customers will shift 10 percent peak demand and 
energy and 6 percent partial-peak demand and energy. If we base the 
new time-of-use rates on the 10 percent/6 percent shift proposed and 
it does not materialize, PG&E will collect greater revenues than under 

DODt1me-of-use rates . 
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The new schedule will provide incentive for 8 shift in 
customer use of energy and demand. It is not possible to determine 
the exact shift without data based on experience. 

A 5 percentJ3 percent shift has been imputed for the other 
large electric utilities in California. It is reasonable to assume 
that there will be a 5 percent decrease in on-peak demand and energy, 
a 3 percent decrease in partial-peak demand and energy, and an 
increase in the off-peak energy corresponding to the sum of the 
on~peak and partial-peak energy red~ctions. ~here£ore, a 5 percentl 
3 percent shift from peak/partial peak is reasonable and is adopted 
for the new schedule. 

The new schedule provides the best interface with Schedule 
No. A-22 by ensuring that customers on Schedule No. A-2l will not 
deliberately increase their demand to qualify for Schedule No. A-22. 

Some customers should receive increased bills, and some 
should receive decreased bills. A typical customer with a distri
bution of usage similar to class as a whole after a 5 percent/3 percent 
shift should receive no increase. The new time-of-use rate schedule 
adopted should recover about the same revenue level authorized for 
these customers in Decision No. 91107. 

The customers served under Schedule No. A-2l who use energy 
during periods of peak consumption on the PG&E system contribute to 
the additional incremental expense required to ~intain and operate 
peak-period generating capacity. If those Schedule No. A-2l customers 
who either are unable or are unwilling to shift usage to off-peak 
periods are charged the higher rate authorized herein, they will bear 
• portion of the expense required to generate the incremental peak· 
demand capaCity necessary to serve them. It would not be appropriate 
to exempt users with inflexible load characteristics from time-of-use 
schedules. It is proper that the costs at the time-of-use be borne, 

• to the extent possible, by those who use the service. 
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PG&E's monitoring and reporting practices on its time-of
use rate schedules have not been adequate to assess the shifting of 
demand and energy and level of revenues. The collection and 
analysis of time-of-use data are complex and time-consuming processes. 
Reasonable requirements should be developed on data collection and 
analysis. Representatives of the staff and utility should meet to 
agree upon these requirements. 

The record shows that Schedule No. A-2S, (customers over 
4,000 kW of demand) was designed with a 10 percent/6 percent shift 
assumption. The reported shift has been less. Therefore, collected 
revenues have been greater than the estimated class revenues. The 
rate level for this class was most recently set in our Decision 
No. 91107 dated December 19, 1979 in PG&E's 1980 test year general 
rate proceeding. Balancing accounts are not appropriate for time
of-use rate scbedules. PG&E and the staff should be required to 
thoroughly examine the problem of over- and under-collections on 
all time-of-use schedules in the next general rate proceeding. 

It is reasonable to require that the utility provide a 
visual display meter or other display devices on request of the 
customer. The costs of such meters or devices like other facilities 
necessary to render the service should be recovered through rates 
authorized under Schedule No. A-2l. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Decision No. 85559, Case No. 9804 dated March 16, 1976 
found that t1me-of-use rates may reduce peak loads (see Findings 
20-25) and directed respondent utilities, including PG&E, to 
present time-of-use rate proposals • 
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2. In Decision No. 85559 we define energy conservation as 
the elimination of any use of electricity which is not worth to 
consumers what it costs to produce. We also determined that con
servation in the sense of efficient allocation of electricity is 
to be the keystone of the rate structure. 

3. The purpose of time-of-use rates is to produce cost-

effecti~e le~els of load shifting. 
4. Load reduction decisions should be made by each customer 

based on its response to time-of-use rates reflecting marginal costs. 

Load reduction goals should not be established. 
5. Time-of~use schedules for PG&E customers o~er 4,000 kW 

and between 1,000 and 4,000 kW were authorized by Decision No. 86632 
dated November 16, 1976 and Decision No. 90588 dated July 31, 1979, 

respectively. 
6. By letter dated March 24, 1978 we requested PG&E to implement 

time~of-use rates for its customers having loads between 500 kW 

and 1,000 kW. 
7. PG&E filed its application for 500 kW to 1,000 kW customers 

on May 23, 1978, and amended it December 14, 1979 and April 28, 1980. 
8. Establishment of time-of-use rates for medium light and 

power customers to be served under Schedule No. A~2l with demand 
between 500 kW and 1,000 kW should result in reducing system 

peak-load requirements. 
9. The 1,304 identified customers served by PG&E with monthly 

maximum demands between 500 kW and 1,000 kW represent a broad range 
of industrial and commercial processes. These include food products, 
oil and gas extraction, agriculture, lumber and wood products, 
merchandise stores, electronic equipment, and educational services. 

10. In Decision No. 85559 we reviewed the numerous deficiencies 
associated with discount rates and based on these deficiencies rejected 
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their use. We affirm our conclusion that discount rates are unfair, 
inequitable, and impractical. 

11. The staff-preferred Schedule No. A-21 rate proposal 
contained in Exhibit 3, when adjusted to 5 percent on-peak shift and 
3 percent partial-peak shift of demand and energy, properly reflects 
marginal costs recognizing existing revenue constraints and will be 
adopted. 

12. The revenue requirement to be met through basic rates in 
this schedule is $73.1 million, is just and reasonable, and properly 
:ef1eets the revenue requirements authorized in Decision No. 91107. 

13. The adopted rate will recover approximately the same revenue 
as contemplated in Decision No. 91107 from customers that will be 
served under Schedule No. A-21. This schedule conforms to the 
guidelines for time-of-use rate structures established by the 
Commission. 

14. Schedule No. A-21 will provide an incentive for a shift in 
customer use and demand of electricity. The exact amount of shift 
is impossible to ascertain without data based on experience. It is 
reasonable to assume that there will be a 5 percent decrease of the 
on-peak de=and and energy usage, a 3 percent decrease in the partial
peak demand and energy usage, and an increase in the off-peak energy 
usage corresponding to the addition of the on-peak and partial-peak 
energy reductions. 

15. Customers served under Schedule No. A-21 who use energy 
during periods of peak consumption on the PG&E system contribute to 
the additional incre~nta1 cost required to maintain and operate 
peak-period generating capacity. 

16. If those Schedule No. A-21 customers who either are unable 
or unwilling to shift usage to off-peak periods are charged the higher 
rate authorized herein, they will bear a portion of the cost required 
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to generate the incremental peak demand capacity necessary to serve 

them. 
17. It would not be appropriate to exempt users with inflexible 

load characteristics from time·of-use schedules. It is proper that 
the costs at the time-of-use be borne, to the extent possible, by 

those who use the service. 
18. A visual display meter or other display devices would 

provide the customer with timely information on his current use. 
19. It is necessary for PG&E to provide the Commission with 

additional data and analyses for efficient monitoring of the performance 

of time-of-use rate schedules. 
20. The collection and analysis of data are complex and time-

consuming processes. Therefore, reasonable requirements should be 

developed for such collection and analysis . 

Conclusions of Law 
1. The rates authorized in the following order are just, 

reasonable, and nondiscriminatory. 
2. POSE should be directed to furnish customers served under 

Schedule No. A.21 with a visual display meter or other display 
equipment on the customer's premises at his request. 

3. PG&E should be directed to file periodic reports on the 
operation of its Schedule No. A-2l so the effects of the following 
order can be analyzed and possible modifications considered. 

4. PG&E and the staff should be directed to meet and to 
set reasonable requirements for the collection and reporting of 

time-of-use rate data. 
5. PG&E should be directed to file Schedule No. A-21, attached 

hereto as Appendix A, which is designed to produce $73.1 million base 
revenue with a 5 percent/3 percent shift assumption from on-peak! 
partial-peak demand and energy, and an increase in off-peak energy 
usage corresponding to the on-peak and partial-peak energy reductions • 
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6. PG&E and the staff should be directed to thoroughly 
examine load shifting, conservation, and revenue on ~ll time-of
use schedul~s in the next general rate proceeding. 

o R D E R - - ---
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) is directed to 
file with the Commission, not later than five days after the 
effective date of this order, in conformity with the provisions of 
General Order No. 96-A, new tariff Schedule No. A-2l with rates, 
charges, and conditions modified as set forth in Appendix A 
attached to this order and, on thirty days' notice to the public 
and to the Commission, to m3ke the revised tariffs effective. It 

is .:luthorized to m.:lke such rotes effective as to the individual 
customers affected on the dates of the reading of the customer's 
meter on or after the effective date of the tariff. 

2. PG&E shall include in its Schedule No. A-2l a statement 
specifying that a visual dis'play meter or other displ.:lY equipment 
will be furnished and installed within one hundred and eighty days 
after request by the customer. 

3. Tariff filings required or authorized by paragraph 2 of 
this order shall be m3dc.by advice letter, and such letter shall 
set forth the data upon which the specific rules and charges set 
forth therein ~rc based. 

4. FC&E shall file with the Commission semiannual reports 
on the oper3tion of Schedule No. A-21 so the effects of the order can 
be ~n~lyzed and possible modifications considered. The reports shall 
include dato segregated with respect to timc-of~usc and season. 

S. PG&E and the Commission staff shall meet to set reasonable 
requirements for the collection and reporting of time~of-use rate 
data. 
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6. PG&E 3nd the Commission stJff shull thoroughly examine 
load shifting, conservation, 3nd revenue on all time-of-use rate 
schedules in PG&E's next general rate proceeding. 

The effective d~te of this order shall be thirty days 
after the date hereof. 

Dated ________ 0l __ C __ 3_0_1~9~8~O ____ , at San Francisco, California . 

CO~1~S1o~or Vernon L Stur . 
• geon bOln~ XlOCoSSarily absent did· t • <:.0 

..1:3 'tllo • no ~art1c1pl.\te 
• c.1s~OSU10.n 0:(. W" p'roc:oed.1llS •• 
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Schedule No. A ... 21 

A.58089 IJ.,J/ec GENERAL SERV'ICE-~ METERED 

APPLICABILITY' 

This schedule is applicable to polyphase alternating current service tor 
all existing customers served under a nonresidential schedule whose ~onthly 
demand, 1n e:ny time period was 500 ld.lowatts or greater tor three consecutive 

months, and to new customers on and a!'ter the ettecti ve date ot this schedule 

whose ~onthly maximum demand is expected to be 500 kllOWft.tts or greater. New 

customers may, at their option, elect to be served under ~ other applicable 

schedule until their monthly maximum demand in any time period is 500 kilowatts 

or greater tor three consecutive months. Ar1y customer served under this 

schedule whose aggregate diversified monthly max~um demand in e:r:r time period 
haS tallen below 400 ld.lowatts tor any l2 consecutive ~onth$ may, at his option, 

thereafter elect to continue to receive service underthis schedule or under 

any other applicable schedule. This schedule is not applicable to service 

tor which Schedule' ·Nos. A-22. and A-23 are applicable • 

TERRrl'ORY 
Tbe entire terri tory served. 

RATES -
customer Cbal"ge: • • . • • • . 

Demand Cba.l"ge: 
Per kW of -.xilllllln demand 

Energy Cbarge: 

. . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . 

On Peak, per kUowatt hour • • • . • . • 

Plus Partial Peek, per kilowatt hour •• 

Plus ott Peak, per kilowatt hour • • • • 

Per Meter Per Month 

Period A 

$65.00 

1.00 

.050 

.020 

.010 

1.00 

The above base rates are subject to possible adj~t tor voltage 

a:tJ.d/or power tactor. In addition, bUls tor service vill 1nclude adjustments, 

as specified in Parts B ~ C ot the Prel~m1Dary Statement as tollows: 
perll'Wbr 

Adjustments: 

• III • • • lIlergy' Cost Adjustment • 

Tax CbaDge Adjustment •• . . . . . . . . . 
tct.aJ. . • . . .• • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • 

$ .04063 
.00000 

$ .04063 
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1. Time Periods: 
Period A is applicable to meter readings tr~ May 1 to September 30, 

inclusive, tor the tollowing bours: 
On Peak 12:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 

otf Peak 

8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
8:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 

10:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. 

All day sunday and. holidays. 

Monday tbrough 'Friday) 

except holidays. 

Monclay through Friday, 

except bolidays. 

S&truday) except 

holidays. 

Monday through 

Saturday, except ho11c1a~ 

Period B is applicable to meter readings trom October 1 to April 30, 

inclusive, tor the following ho\ll's: 
en Peak -':30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday tbrough Friday, 

except holidays. 

PartiaJ. Peak 

Off Peak 

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. 

10:30 p.m. to 8:30 a.m. 

All day sunday and. holidays. 

Monday through Frid.ay, 

except holidays. 
Sat~)except holiday 

Monday through Saturday 

except holidays. 

When 'billing includes usage in both Period. A and. Period. B, no proration ot 

cbarges 'between. Period. A and Period. B will be made vb.ere meter rea.dings are taken 

within one work <1e.y (Monday tbrougb. Friday inclusive 'but excluding holidays) of 

either ~ 1 or October 1 or MY' year. !Jl sucb eases the billing v.i.ll "be "based 
on the rates and. eb&rges 0'£ either Period A or Period B, 'W'hichever contains the 

pre<1an1 nant n\lllber of MY'S in the b1lJ.1ng period. 

2. Holidays: The bolid.ays specified in this Schedule 1J1elude: 

Washington's Birthday, Memorial De.y, Independence Day, lAbor DI.Y, Veteran's Day, 

~i viDe Dey) and Cbristmas Dsy, as said holidays are specified in 'PUblie 

Lav 90-363 (U.S.C.A. section 6103). 
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3. Maximum Demand: The maximum. demand in any month ..... Ul be the maximum average 

power taken during any 30-minute interval in the month, but not less than the diver

sified resistance ..... elder load computed in accordance ..... ith Rule No.2; provided, that 
in eases ..... he~e the use of energy is intermittent or subject to violent fluctuations, 

either a 5-minute or a 15-minute interval may be used.. 

4. Voltage Adjustment: The above charges are a.pplicable 'Without adjustment for 

voltage whe~ (a) deliver,y is madc at les~ than 2 kV, or (b) ..... hen delivery is made by 

means of Utility-owned transformers at a distribution voltage other than a standard 
primary distribution voltage~ or (c) ..... hen delivery is made at a voltage that re~uires 

more tha.."l one stage of transformation !rom transmission voltage. When delivery is made 

at the st~"ldarc prtmary distribution voltage at 2 kV or above available in the area 
from the Utility's distribution line, or ..... here the Utility has elected to supply service 

at e. sta."ldard l'rima:ry distribution volts.ge from a transmiSSion line, for its operating 

convenience, from Utility-owned transformers on the customer's l'roperty, the above 
charges tor any month ..... ill be reduced by l5¢ per kilowatt of billing demand in the month • 

~~en delivery is made from an existing available transmission line (60 kV and above) 

"''1thout Utility-o .... neci. transi'orma:tion, the a'bove charges tor any month will 'be reciuced 
by 25¢ per kW of bUling de:l1e.nd in the month '..:here ac.d.itional 1'acilities are installed 

at customer's request or convenience, such 1'a.cilitie~ may be installed pursuant to 

Section I of Electric Rule No.2. 

,. Power Factor: the totaJ. cha.rge for any month as computed on the above rates 

..... ill be decreased or increased, respectivelY, by O.l~ for each l~ that the average 

power factor of customer's load. in the month ..... as greater or less than 85%, such 

average power factor to be canputed (to the nearest ..... hole per cent) !rom the ratio or 

lagging kilovolt ampere hours consumed in the =onth. 

6. Voltage: Service on this scbedule will be supplied at the voltages as 

described in Electric Rule 2. 
7. Facility Charge: The customer shall pay an:y nonre1'und.e.ble charges and. 

perfora any obligations that may be required under the Utility's applie&ble line 

extension or service connection rules. In addition, where the est1mated installed 
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co~t of onl7 those new and additional f&cilitie~ necessar,y to provide regular 

service is in excess of the ba.se annual revenue to be der1ved under this 

sehedule ('base annual revenue excludes (a) that portion. of the revenue 8C!u.a.l to 

the prod.uct of the kilowatt hour usa.ge times the net energy cost adjustment and 

(b) &n1 applicable state and local taxes), and additional monthly charge of 1 3/4 

percent of such excess installation cost will be made. If the customer elects 

to advance such excess installation cost to the Utilit~, the additional monthl1 

charge will be 1 percent of such excess installation cost. Where the Uti1it~fs 

estimated installed cost of the new and additional regular service facilities 
does not exceed the base annual revenue, upon discontinuance or the U3C or such 

facilities, the customer shall p&~ the Utilit~, on demand, its net installation 
and removal cost for such facilities, except that if electric service from such 

facilities has been used in a bona fide manner for a period of .36 consecutive 

montM, the cu:stomer's obligation will be reduced at the rate of 1 2/3 percent for 

each month or service in excess of the first 12 months. The cu:stomer ~h&ll pa~ 

the Utilit~, on demand, that portion of the Utilit~' s net insta.llation and remova.l 

co~t in excess of the 'base annual revenue without regard to duration of use. 

Any cu:stomer advance for excess installation costs of euch facilities shall be 

applied as a cred.it toward the new installa.tion and removal costs. Further, where 

the cU!ttomer requests speciAl raell:1:t.1ea which are in addition to, or in 

substitution for, or otherwi3e cause the Utilit~ to incur additional costs above 

those for regular service facilities which the Utilit1 would normally install, and 

the Utility determines that it ~ able to proviae such special f'eatures, such 
facilities will be provided in accordance with Section I of Electric Rule 2. 

8. Contract: Electric service su-oplied under this schedule Uall be in 

accordance with a contract authorized b.r the Public Utilities Commission of the 

St&te of Callfornia. Such contract will be required. for a period. of three :years 

~en service is firet rendered hereunder and for a~baequent periods of one rear 
each thereafter, continuing until canceled b.r either part1 ~ written notice one 

,...r in advance of the initial term or ~ subsequent term. CUstomers of record on 

Aquat 30, 1980, served under existing contracts will continue to be served under 
such contracts except:. that following __ ap1r&tion of' the initial term such 

contracts V1ll continue in effect tor subsequent terms of one 18&r each until 

canceled b.r either party b.r written notice one ~ in advance of the initial term 
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or ~ subsequent one-year term. If the applicAnt is unw:Ul1ng or unable to 

sign .. contract tor an initial three-year term, service will be established. 

under the provis1ons or R!.1le No. 13, Temporary Service. 

9. Visual DisplaY' Metering: U]:)On written request by the customer, the 
Utility will, within 180 days, provide and 1n::st&1l vis\lAl display eq,u1~nt 
Dear the present met.el" location to opera.te in parallel with the magnetic tape 
recorder used for billing FJ'Oses. The customer shAll provid.e the required 

spe.ee and associated v.l.rin,g tor such inst.a.l.lation in .. ccorcl&nce with Rule No. 16 • 


